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Background to the Project

The ‘Achub Archaeoleg Llŷn’ project (Rescuing the Archaeology of Llŷn) was set up by 
Gwynedd Archaeological Trust to discover more about the archaeology and history of the 
promontory fort at Porthdinllaen on the Llŷn Peninsula. The project was funded by Gwynedd 
Archaeological Trust (GAT), Cadw, the Sustainable Development Fund administered by the 
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB) Pen Llŷn, the Institute for Archaeologists (IfA) 
and Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) through the Council for British Archaeology (CBA).

Porthdinllaen is situated on a distinctive part of the coast of Pen Llŷn, where a narrow area 
of high land sticks out into the sea. It was fortified more than 2,000 years ago, during a 
period of history known as the Iron Age (850BC – 76AD).  Big earthwork banks were built 
across the narrowest point of the promontory, to create an enclosed ‘fort’.  No previous 
archaeological research had been carried out at this important site until November 2011, 
when a group of 15 local volunteers helped excavate a trench across part of the fort’s 
earthwork banks. This work had showed that these ramparts were larger than they appear 
today and, like other forts of this period, were re-dug a number of times. 

In addition to the excavation, volunteers were given training to identify and record 
archaeological features along this stretch of coastline. It is hoped that this will enable them 
to take part in a wider Arfordir project, which records coastal archaeology under threat from 
marine erosion. Details of the Arfordir project are available on the Gwynedd Archaeological 
Trust website at www.heneb.co.uk.



Background to the Artwork

During the excavation three primary schools, Nefyn, Morfa Nefyn and Edern came to see 
the work in progress and to take part in activities around the site. They had fun discovering 
the advantages of defending an elevated position (throwing tennis balls downhill and uphill!) 
and seeing at first-hand how archaeologists record archaeological discoveries during an 
excavation. The educational programme aimed to improve children’s understanding of the 
historic environment and landscape and to make new resources available to their teachers. 

Alongside the ‘outdoor classroom’ activities, pupils and teachers from Ysgol Nefyn and 
Morfa Nefyn also worked with a local artist, Julie Williams, to create original artwork based 
on Porthdinllaen’s history. Late eighteenth century maps show plans to change this natural 
harbour into the main British port for Dublin.  As inspiration for the artwork, the schools 
visited Holyhead to see how Porthdinllaen could have developed if the plans had been 
realised. During the trip, volunteers from Holyhead Maritime Museum joined the pupils  
on a guided tour around Holyhead Port led by Stena Line staff.



The Artwork — Porthdinllaen Triptych 

Pupils and teachers from Ysgol Nefyn and Morfa Nefyn worked with Julie to develop artwork 
for a triptych, looking at three aspects of Porthdinllaen: 
 
q  The Iron Age and the promontory fort
q   The site today with the village, harbour and golf course
q  What might have been, if Porthdinllaen had become the major port to Dublin in the early 
     to mid-19th century

By using varied techniques from drawings and painting to printmaking and montages, Julie 
used the pupils’ ideas and imagination to produce unique and creative canvases.



Ancient pictograms – the Celts in Porthdinllaen?



Julie Williams: artist in residence
Ancient pictograms – the Celts in Porthdinllaen?

I worked with Year 2 pupils (6-7 year olds) from Ysgol Morfa on the ‘earliest’ canvas, 
encouraging them to draw Celtic imagery, both within the headland and in the sea - it was, 
after all, the highway of its day. By working directly on the canvas from the outset, the pupils 
gained confidence and avoided any idea of the canvas being precious or reserved for highly 
finished pieces. There was no holding them back! Imaginative and free, their drawings stand 
out like ancient pictograms.  

The development of this canvas evolved by preserving these unique marks and building 
around them. Darkening the surrounding sea drew attention to the inner headland. Light 
neutral ink tones balanced areas of land, and finally some bold primaries gave something 
special and contemporary to the overall design, colour and tonal balance. The intention 
was to build upon the lively humour of the pupil’s drawings; the blue finger paint referring  
to our own first marks as children, used here to symbolise the location of the round huts 
and ramparts. The colour also alludes to the Celts’ blue body paint.



Ancient pictograms – the Celts in Porthdinllaen?



Fancy a pint? Present Porthdinllaen.



Fancy a pint? Present Porthdinllaen.

The aim of this canvas was to reflect present day Porthdinllaen, alongside reference to the 
physicality of archaeology and history through textured layers of detail. Year 5 Ysgol Nefyn 
pupils (9–10 year olds) began by drawing Celtic imagery as the first prehistoric layer. Maps 
from medieval times up to the present day were layered: the creased look is there to reflect 
the quality of ancient maps. Land erosion is also indicated by the decreased headland. 
 
An important aspect of Porthdinllaen today is the Tŷ Coch pub on the beach, attracting 
hundreds of visitors each summer, some arriving by boat. The bright green of the man-
made golf course allows the complimentary red structure to stands out on the canvas. 
The golf course was treated as a top layer, applied with a paint roller. The pupils enjoyed 
drawing the golfers with various techniques: continuous line, standing up and quick timed 
drawing. Similar to the map layers, these were applied with tracing paper to achieve both 
transparency and texture. Their evocative markings of the round hut sites were also copied 
onto tracing paper and overlaid.

A tranquil, beautiful location, present-day Porthdinllaen is shown to contrast both the Iron 
Age past, and the bustle of Holyhead. 



Fancy a pint? Present Porthdinllaen.



What if Porthdinllaen had been the North Wales port to Dublin?



What if Porthdinllaen had been the North Wales port to Dublin?

This was a very exciting piece of artwork to create, knowing from the outset that it had 
to depict a busy, noisy port and town.  There was plenty of scope to be creative and 
imaginative. The contrast with the present day canvas needed to be obvious; to depict  
how different Porthdinllaen would be if it had become the main British port to Ireland.  

The pupils from Ysgol Nefyn and Morfa Nefyn produced some wonderful photomontages 
of Holyhead that came together to form an exciting vision of a fantasy port town. A 
collective symbolic language seemed to evolve, depicting the ships and boats from above. 
The headland needed to be smaller in this compositional plan so as to make room for the 
breakwater, helping to create a canvas with a very different feel.

 



What if Porthdinllaen had been the North Wales port to Dublin?



The artwork opening 

The artwork was revealed on Thursday 23 February at Nefyn Golf Club. Iwan Parry of 
Gwynedd Archaeological Trust, the site supervisor, gave a talk about the archaeological 
work. The evening was an opportunity for the children, teachers, and parents to see the 
artwork, find out more about the excavation results and to learn more about the project. 
The artwork will be displayed for the season in this community building owned by the 
National Trust.



The artwork opening 
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